
    

 

CLINICAL SERVICE DELIVERY APPROACH WITHIN CTP SPACE 
 

We understand that following a motor vehicle accident (MVA), the fundamental rehabilitation purpose centres 
around a return to life – which encompasses the resumption of normal activities of daily living, meaningful 
physical activities, social activities and a return to work. At Guardian Exercise Rehabilitation, our clinical 
principles and philosophy is underpinned by assisting clients to achieve total confidence and control over their 
health – and this holistic and evidence-informed approach lays the foundation to achieve genuine and 
sustainable client-centred health outcomes.  
 
Following an MVA, injury can vary from traumatic musculoskeletal injuries and/or the insidious onset of 
musculoskeletal pain, through to the experiences of mental health issues. However, the overwhelmingly most 
common injury occurred following an MVA is Whiplash Associated Disorder (WAD). By adhering to best 
practice clinical guidelines and The Clinical Framework for the Delivery of Health Services our clinicians will 
initially conduct an assessment and screening process to determine an appropriate treatment plan and 
required interventions. As part of this process, our clinicians will seek to obtain baseline health and function 
measures by utilising questionnaires such as the Neck Disability Index, which can subsequently provide a 
validated measure of treatment effectiveness.   
 
Given the fundamental purpose of rehabilitation centring around a return to life, a significantly important 
component of the initial assessment process and again while adhering to The Clinical Framework, involves 
developing collaborative goals that are in-line with optimising function with an endeavour to return to 
meaningful physical activity – which may be vocational or avocational. Contemporary evidence supports the 
utilisation of a multidimensional goal setting approach that has agility dependant on the client’s stage of 
behavioural change in order to achieve sustainable physical activity engagement.  
 
The majority of individuals with WAD do not have red flags (such as neurological disorders or fractures) and 
thus do not require invasive surgical procedures and can be managed through conservative treatment. Clinical 
guidelines and systematic reviews of high-quality randomised controlled trials recommend exercise and 
patient education as the primary interventions for people in both acute and chronic stages after WAD injury. 
 
Evidence concludes that exercise for acute whiplash is effective in comparison to more passive interventions, 
and clinical guidelines for chronic whiplash recommends that exercise plays a key role in the management. By 
adopting scientifically-guided best practice care, our clinicians adopt a true individualised and biopsychosocial 
treatment approach, while adhering to the exercise guidelines that suggest neck-specific exercises such as 
range-of-movement, low-load isometric, postural endurance, and strengthening exercises likely offer most 
benefit for those experiencing acute WAD. Meanwhile, those suffering chronic WAD will likely benefit from a 
combined approach of education regarding coping strategies and specific or non-specific exercise.  
 
While the vast majority of individuals who are hospitalised following an MVA are diagnosed with 
musculoskeletal injury only and are discharged home, a significant subset of this population will still develop 
persistent pain and posttraumatic psychological health concerns. Thus, the benefits of physical activity and 
engagement in these individuals are enhanced given the scientifically-proven and efficacious health outcomes 
that exercise can elicit within this cohort.   
 
Research also shows us that social support networks have an impact on physical health, persistent pain, and 
ultimately, return-to-work outcomes following an MVA. Thus, exercise can indirectly assist in enhancing an 



    

 

individual’s confidence to re-engage into social settings with improved self-efficacy and/or directly assist in 
this process through the facilitation of community-based exercise programs.  
 
In order to assist clients to have complete control and confidence over their healthcare, we passionately aim 
to empower the client to achieve self-management of their rehabilitation, which is a strategic and 
collaborative process from the initial assessment through to the conclusion of an exercise program. The 
promotion of self-management strategies should centre on a dependence towards active coping strategies, 
and not passive coping strategies, along with a sound plan to manage any future exacerbations and flare ups 
of symptoms in a confident manner. This, of course, enhances one’s internal locus of control and feeds 
improved self-efficacy. Further to physical activity engagement through evidence-based goal setting 
approaches, our clinicians will also utilise contemporary educational tools that seek to improve health literacy, 
and to improve confidence to engage in sustainable physical activity – which evidence supports as best-
practice care for those suffering chronic WAD.   
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